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BLUF 
▼ Reduced Defense Budgets, Alignment of 
Better Buying Power at the Program level 
drives projects that support those 
programs to become more effective and 
efficient. 
 
▼ Integrated Project Management provides 
better insight into project execution across 
the lifecycle. 
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Project / Integrated Project Management Defined 
▼ The Typical Project 
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PMI Definition - a temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique product, service or result 
PMI Defined  
“Project Integration Management includes the processes and activities needed to identify, 
define, combine, unify, and coordinate the various processes and activities with the project 
management process groups. In the project management context, integration includes 
characteristics of unification, consolidation, communication and integrative actions that are 
crucial to controlled project execution through completion, successfully managing stakeholder 
expectations and meeting requirements 
Capability Maturity Mode Integration  (CMMI) Defined  
The integrated process for the project management which is tailored from the organization’s 
standard process of project management” 
 Project Life Cycle 








▼ Tailoring the Execution Phase 
▼ Processes are intertwined and cyclical 
▼ What about the project manager that “just wants to get the job done” 
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▼ Cost / Schedule / Technical Performance = Core Pillars 
▼ Quality Management / Risk / Communications = Support Pillars 
▼ Planning Criticality 
▼ Implementation Across the Life Cycle  
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 Integrated Project Management 
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Determining SCOPE – Core Pillars 
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Scope = Performance Level (Requirements) + Budget Constraints (Cost) + Time  
▼ Requirements Foundation 
 Requirements Document 
− Clarity (needs, wants, outcomes) 




 Breaking Down Requirements – Create the WBS 
− Getting the sequence right 
− Depth of Sequencing 
− Level of skills required for each work package  
 
 
WBS Defined - a hierarchical decomposition of the total scope of work to be carried out by the 
project team to accomplish the project objectives and create the required deliverables 
Work Package = a detailed short-span job or material item, identified for accomplishing work required 
Determining Scope – Core Pillars  
▼ From Sequence to Schedule 
 Only the beginning 
− Size / Complexity Matters 
− Make / Buy 
− Level of Effort Activities 
 Risk factors 
 Quality as a factor 
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Critical Path = the sequence of activities that represents the longest path through a project, which determines 
the shortest possible project duration 
Supporting Pillars – Risk Management 
▼ Why worry about Risk? 
 Early and Often saves $$$$’s 
 Risk can be a benefit (opportunity) 
▼ All hands evolution 
 Regular and often reviews – Build into Schedule 
 If/Then statements 
 Preparation for issues / Contingencies 
▼ Risk Comes with a Cost 
 Risk Analysis 
 Qualitative (High/Med/Low) vs Quantitative (probability & regression) 
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Risk Management= Early risk analysis has an impact to the core pillars of the project; cost, schedule, 
and performance. 
Supporting Pillars – Quality Management 
▼ What is Quality Management 
 Quality Planning – Plan of How 
 Quality Assurance – Execution Processes 
 Quality Control – Measuring progress via Metrics 
 Independent Verification/Validation – Look from outside 
▼ Meeting the Requirements – more than just testing 
 Plan, Requirements Matrix, coordination, Documentation, reviews 
▼ Build into the Schedule 
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Quality = the degree to which a set of inherent characteristics fulfills requirements 
Supporting Pillars – Communication 
▼ Grounding Element of a Program/Project 
▼ Stakeholder engagement / Expectation Management 
▼ Must be planned (Who, What, Where, Why, How) 
 Appropriate Level @ Appropriate Time 
▼ Changes with lifecycle advances 
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Execute the Project  
▼ Planning laid out the Project Roadmap 
 Schedule / Critical Path are known 
▼ Comprehensive Requirements Understanding 
 Assemble the team – right people to right work, right time 
 What processes executed IAW Plan 
▼ Continuous Risk Management 
▼ Quality Control is active  
 Early defect detection  
 Requirements verification/validation 
▼ Monitoring and Control 
▼ Project Close out 
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Six Pillars of Project Management  









▼ Plan guides the Project Lifecycle activities 
▼ Supports Better Buying Power through efficient & effective execution 
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